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Cancers of unknown primary site (CUP) are a syndrome of many

etastatic cancers without clinically detectable anatomical primary

ites and represent 3-5% of all advanced cancers [1] . Although genetic

nd epigenetic alterations may partially explain the CUP syndrome and

onfound accurate molecular diagnosis, the majority of patients are

ventually found to have very small invasive primary cancers from a

ariety of anatomical sites as documented by autopsies [2] . The nature

f the metastasis in CUP and response to site specific treatment, once

he tissue of origin is determined, appear very similar to those of pa-

ients with corresponding metastatic cancers from obvious or known

rimary sites [2 , 3] . The appropriate and precise treatment of patients

ith CUP depends on the determination of the tissue of origin or cancer

ype for each individual patient. This is now possible in most patients

sing immunohistochemical staining panels as well as molecular cancer

lassifiers. Next generation sequencing and comprehensive molecular

rofiling results should most often be interpreted after knowledge of the

ellular context to guide more precise treatment selection. To this end,

he MI GPSai (Caris Life Sciences, Phoenix, AZ) validation for known

ancers was recently published [4] . However, several aspects of this

alidation may not apply to patients with CUP and leads to a larger dis-

ussion of how to adequately validate the accuracy of molecular testing

o determine the tissue of origin. 

A key fundamental aspect of targeted validation of diagnostic accu-

acy for the MI GPSai is that it needs to be performed in patients with

UP. In Abraham et al., validation of MI GPSai was conducted using

pecimens with known cancer types as opposed to those diagnosed with

UP, with 13,661 of the validation samples coming from known primary

amples and only 1,107 CUP samples. Of the 12,699 known primary val-

dation samples above the performance threshold, 56% (n = 7087) were

rom primary tumors and 44% (n = 5426) were from metastatic sites. As-

ay performance was decreased in poorly differentiated or metastatic

ases, and diagnostic accuracy was ultimately determined by the or-

ering physician without consensus-based adjudication; thus, no inde-

endent verification was performed. While demonstrating accuracy in

nown cancers represents an important initial step, validation should be

erformed in patients with CUP before oncologists and pathologists can

eel confident that the molecular diagnosis of the tissue of origin is ac-

urate. Of the 1292 CUP cases reported, MI GPSai assigned a diagnosis

n only 71.7% of cases and the accuracy of these diagnoses are ques-

ionable. Only 46 of 1292 cases (3.5%) had a score greater than 0.999.

n 19 of these 46 cases the diagnoses changed following analysis with

I GPSai, but details were provided in only 2 anecdotal cases. There-

ore, the clinical utility and accuracy of MI GPSai in patients with CUP

equires additional validation. 
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Validation of the accuracy of any molecular cancer classifier can be

ifficult in patients with CUP short of comparing the molecular diagno-

is with primary sites found at autopsy. There are 3 practical methods

ther than autopsies which can provide very strong circumstantial evi-

ence of accuracy, as outlined previously in 171 CUP patients [2 , 3 , 5] .

irst, evaluation of those patients with CUP who subsequently develop

linically-detected primary sites many months after their initial presen-

ation (latent primary sites) offers a direct method or gold standard other

han autopsy to assess the accuracy of a molecular diagnosis. Using the

xample of another molecular cancer classifier, the 92-gene RT-PCR-

ased CancerTYPE ID (Biotheranostics Inc., San Diego, CA), latent pri-

aries were documented in 24 patients and the initial molecular diag-

osis assessed was compared to the subsequent identified primary site,

ith CancerTYPE ID demonstrating 75% accuracy [2 , 3 , 5 , 6] . 

Second, single diagnoses made simultaneously by IHC staining can

e compared to molecular diagnoses. Forty of 52 patients (77%) with

pecific IHC diagnoses matched the CancerTYPE ID diagnoses. Molec-

lar classifiers should also be blindly compared to IHC (the accepted

istorical diagnostic standard) in known cancers and others with chal-

enging metastatic cases with poorly differentiated or undifferentiated

umors [7 , 8] . 

Third, additional directed IHC staining and clinical and histologic

ndings obtained after the molecular diagnoses can confirm the diag-

oses. In 74% of cases (26 of 35), additional analysis supported the ac-

uracy of CancerTYPE ID. The MI GPSai described by Abraham et al. has

ot had adequate validation in the very group of patients with CUP for

hich it was designed to diagnose the tissue of origin. It is possible that

achine learning combined with next generation sequencing may be an

ffective approach for tumor classification; however, without stronger

alidation studies in patients diagnosed with CUP the performance and

ccuracy remain questionable. 
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